NOVELTY ARCHITECTURE AND MATHEMATICS IN AN IRANIAN MOSQUE
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**ABSTRACT**

Islamic architecture, particularly mosques architecture, has mainly been the focus of many architectural exhibitions in Muslim-majority countries. Recently, it has been influenced by novelty architecture and has been evolved into elaborate structures. Quds mosque in Tehran, Iran, is a picturesque architecture feat of a modern outlook that came under a lot of criticism for abandoning the traditional symbols of Islamic architecture. This study observes the Quds mosque from a mathematical standpoint using fractals as the method. Fractals are geometric constructions that exhibit similar or identical characteristics by order of magnitude. Rescaling a prominent architectural pattern is also a noticeable subject that considers Quds mosque from this point of view. This study shows that the Quds mosque used fractal principles; self-similarity and congruency. Those are applied in the roof form by using a triangle form on each side.
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**INTRODUCTION**

The architecture design of mosques has local as well as global significance, representing religious, economic, and aesthetic dimensions of Muslim society. In other words, the typology of sacred architecture is complex and reflects cultural patterns. Therefore, Muslim architects adapted their structural, spatial, and decorative designs accordingly. For instance, the fact that there should be domes and minarets attained full reflection of the obedience to God, which became the main part of Muslim religious architecture. The dualism of domes and minarets achieved a perfect expression of the submission to Allah, which became a central element of Muslim religious architecture [1]. The most prevalent shapes of the dome are spherical-shaped. In the early era, they were smaller and built on the passing earlier than the Mihrab, as seen in Qairawan (670-675), Umayyad Mosque in Damascus (705-707), and Cordoba (756-796) [2].

The most common and oldest forms of the dome are the semi-circular. Concerning the size, the earliest domes were small and often erected on the crossing before the Mihrab, as seen in Qairawan (670-675), Umayyad Mosque in Damascus (705-707), and Cordoba (756-796). The scale of domes increased, as well as their structures, varied [3].

In recent decades, mosque design has experienced some developments that find some novelties in mosque architecture [4]. One of these novelties is in a dome form that changes during time. Architects have many tools to create this new design. One of the tools is from mathematics science called a fractal. This study aims to analyze some new mosque designs using the fractal method. This study may have benefits for other architects to use fractal for creating mosque design in the future.

**METHODS**

In this paper, the author observed the architecture of Quds mosque from a mathematical standpoint. The
mosque is located in Saadat Abad, Tehran. It is an example of a dome-less and modern mosque. The architects may be inspired by the Shah Faisal mosque in Islam Abad, Pakistan. However, this is not declared by the architects.

A mathematical term which is commonly used for identifying similarities is called "fractal." Fractal is typically described as exhibiting self-similarity. In other words, the patterns appear to be identical or almost identical observed from the top or any distances, whether close or far. The part looks like the whole, and the whole looks like a part.

The root of the word fractal comes from the Latin word fractus that means broken or irregular. A fractal is a mathematical set that typically displays self-similar patterns. It originally referred to as fractional dimensions and irregular surfaces [5]. Fractal geometry is a new branch of experiential mathematics that recognizes objects in the real or nature are not purely square, triangular, circular, spherical, cylindrical, and other fixed geometrical form. New tools for geometry have been introduced to describe objects of extreme complexity, such as clouds, ferns, snowflakes, mountain ranges, stock-market fluctuations, human circulation, and the nervous system. They have been used in art before the term fractal invented in the 1970s [6]. Fractals are also seen in Architecture. It is very functional in the design of Iranian architecture. From the perspective of the fractals, geometry always plays an important role in constructions [7].

RESEARCH OBJECT
SHAH FAISAL DOME-LESS MOSQUE

There are small number of mosques examples that lack any or all of these architectural features, but they still retain traditional Muslim values. As an example, we can see the Shah Faisal Mosque of Pakistan. This modern mosque does not have any dome.

Usually, the architecture of the mosque has three remarkable features: domes, arches, and minarets. The architectural style has been instrumental in expressing thought. Each civilization developed its architectural style that developed its identity. Dome is recognized as one of the most important elements in the architecture of the mosque, specifically and Islamic architecture in general [8].

The concept of domes among Muslim architects has become one of the most significant elements in Islamic architecture because of its symbolic inspiration [9][10]. Then, with the advent of new technologies and innovative techniques, which is eliminating structural constants constantly, the architectural form changed. Shah Faisal mosque is a distinguished example of that (Figure 1). However, the Faisal Mosque architecture is modern, unique and lacks both the traditional dome and the arches of most other mosques all over the world [8].

Figure 1. Shah Faisal Mosque

QUDS MOSQUE IN TEHRAN

The Quds mosque in Tehran is dome-less and resembles a the Faisal mosque. In other words, the architecture of the Quds mosque has been inspired by the Faisal Mosque. It is an exquisite architectural feat with a modern outlook that came under a lot of criticism for abandoning the traditional symbols of Islamic architecture. But after a while, it became an acceptable architecture for a mosque.

Figure 2. Quds Mosque

As figures 2 shows, it is a picturesque architecture with a modern outlook. But at first, no one could accept it as a mosque. In other words, it was perceived as a contradiction between this and traditional symbols of mosques.
DISCUSSION

SORTS OF NOVELTY ARCHITECTURE

There are three types of architectural designs classified according to the novelty architecture:

- A programmatic architecture where buildings are programmed to use an animal, food, or people shapes to mimic and propagate the functions of special buildings.
- Giant sculptures which were mainly used to attract customers, especially in souvenir shops. These sculptures are great displays of ordinary objects such as guitars, baskets, even a huge fish.
- Styling buildings After famous landmarks are used to duplicate existing constructions or buildings as a matching or emulation of an existing building to create a sense of such areas. Amusement parks, casinos, and restaurants.

According to the categories, as the main structure of these two mosques is approximately the same. It can be claimed that the Quds is a novelty architecture type three. It was built after the famous mosque of Shah Faisal as an imitation of an existing mosque to create the feel of a place for worshiping.

Although Quds mosque was made to look like Shah Faisal, there is a distinct difference between the two. For instance, Shah Faisal has four minarets, whereas Quds does not have any. Shah Faisal is more exquisite than Quds, but the point is that Quds is still under construction (As illustrate). Also, they are different in their surroundings:

- Shah Faisal mosque is located in a huge open space which offers a spectacular perspective of the whole building. In contrast, not only is Quds mosque built in a small site, and no landscape has been designed for it, but also located at the corner of a very crowded junction has disturbed its view (figure 3).

- In terms of functions, Shah Faisal and its neighboring buildings support one another. There is a library, lecture hall, and museum whose functions are similar to that of the mosque. The Quds, however, is surrounded by a fire station in the South and a carwash in the West. It has furthermore compounded the visual anarchy and confusion of the site (figure 4).

RESCALING

Enhancing experienced templates to make them compatible in different sites according to requested space has given rise to developed architecture, hence advanced urban design. Zavare mosque in Iran is an example of the first pattern of a four-porch mosque and Isfahan mosque, again in Iran, which its pattern transformed into four porches mosque was inspired by Zavare.

Throughout architectural history, rescaling prominent architectural patterns and their spatial organization, within the same or similar culture, in particular, has been common. Retrofitting and betterment of well-known patterns for fitting them in various sites according to required spaces has resulted in the development of architecture and an improvement in advanced urban design. For example, the Zavareh mosque is the first mosque with a four-porch pattern in Iran [11] [12], and was the source of inspiration for Isfahan mosque, whose pattern was translated into four-porch mosques (figure 5,6).
Overlooking the context and site’s circumstances in Quds mosque reveals that it has led to unsatisfactory results. Quds mosque by reducing dimensions of Shah Faisal mosque is not translated into a suitable project in its context.

MATHEMATICAL PROPERTIES OF QUDS FRACTAL

In mathematics, a self-same object is identically or nearly to a piece of itself (i.e., the whole has the identical configuration as one or more of the parts). Self-similarity is a typical exclusivity of artificial fractals. Scale invariance is an exact form of self-similarity where at each magnification, there is a smaller piece than the object that resembles the whole. A side of the Koch snowflake is both symmetrical and scale-invariant; it can be magnified three times continuously without deformation. The famous non-trivial similarity in fractals is distinguished by their fine structure or detail on arbitrary tiny scales [13].

Fractals, for example, the Sierpinski triangle and the Koch snowflake, can be produced by a sagely and exact process: a basic form is used as the starting point, modifications are applied, and the resulting object is transformed with the same (figure 7). Of course, fractals, such as the Mandelbrot set, involve more complex mathematics (figure 8) [6].

CONGRUENCY

Two geometrical stuff are called similar if their figures are similar, or one has the same form as the mirror image of the other. More accurately, one can be gained from the other by uniformly scaling (enlarging or reducing), with more translations, rotation, and reflection. It means that either object can be rescaled, repositioned, and reflection, to coincide precisely with the other object. If two things are similar, each is congruent with the result of a specific uniform scaling of the other [14]. The system of geometric design in Islamic architecture mainly commences from a square or a circle [15]. The models are obtained from two primary geometric theories; rotating a square or squaring the circle. Mathematicians have presented studies in mathematics and geometry extracted from natural organisms [16][17].

A visual analysis (versus dimensional analysis) of the architecture is a consideration of the building to identify their self-similar parts [18]. There are lots of
congruent triangles by a visual observation and analysis, so it has fractal.

Figure 10. Congruent Triangles, Self-similar Fractal

As Figure 9, 10, and 11 illustrate, there are a lot of congruent triangles. The blue triangle is congruent to the yellow one, it is also congruent to the red one, etc. Hence, there are lots of congruent triangles in this window of the mosque. As it is mentioned above, these congruent triangles make fractals.

Figure 11. Congruent Triangles, Self-similar Fractal

CONCLUSION

The architecture of mosques is being changed somehow as the architecture of our buildings. For example, Quds mosque, which its architecture was a controversial issue someday, but as times passed, it became acceptable, and recently, many people go there for praying and worshipping Allah.

Quds mosque can be described as one of example of novelty architecture that can be analyzed mathematically. Quds mosque used fractal principles; self similarity and congruency. Those are applied in the roof form by using triangle form in each side.
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